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Abstract
This article aims to discuss what we call environmental opacity, a condition of mobile instant messaging services (MIMS) 
that operates on the basis of end-to-end encryption systems. Utilizing WhatsApp as a specific example, the article pre-
sents two fundamental dilemmas around which some issues concerning transparency are mobilized when it comes to 
digital private communication. The first of them relates to how end-to-end encryption has simultaneously become an 
asset and a problem for democratic environments; on the one hand, protecting users’ privacy, and on the other, allowing 
for the circulation of misinformation and harmful content. The second dilemma deals with how this environment of opa-
city impacts the ethics and transparency of scholarly research focused on WhatsApp and other MIMSs. The paper also 
reviews an extensive body of studies that discuss the political uses of WhatsApp in different dimensions, and argues that 
emerging countries with large user bases, such as Brazil and India, have experienced a series of negative effects after the 
adoption of WhatsApp by politically oriented groups. Among the main proposals, the article suggests some measures to 
foster platform transparency and facilitate scientific research instead of hindering it.
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1. Introduction
In the last half-decade, mobile instant messaging services (MIMS) have become a matter of concern for governments, 
civil society, and academic researchers, due to their opacity and the difficulty of monitoring the circulation of content 
harmful to democracy, such as mis/disinformation and hate speech, which particularly flood the discussion groups they 
host (Rossini; Stromer-Galley; De-Oliveira, 2020; Banaji; Bhat, 2019). There is a recent but vast literature that has sou-
ght to discuss these platforms, with an emphasis on specific services, such as WhatsApp (Bursztyn; Birnbaum, 2019), 
Telegram (Willaert et al., 2022; Santos; Saldaña; Tsyganova, 2021), and WeChat (Wu; Wall, 2019), among others. And 
although, among these three examples, Russian and Chinese private messaging services equally pose challenges for 
their respective contexts, it is WhatsApp, due to its enormous popularity, especially in non-Western countries such as 
Brazil and India, that has boosted public debate around issues such as the spread of fake news (Resende et al., 2019; 
Sacramento; Paiva, 2020), and increased distrust in democratic institutions (Piaia; Alves, 2020), political radicalization 
(Evangelista; Bruno, 2019), and dangerous speech (Saha et al., 2021; Matamoros-Fernández, 2020). In all these cases, 
there is a lot of discussion about strategies to limit the mass dissemination of certain contents and technical solutions 
to contain damage to democracy (Resende et al., 2019), but little or nothing has been discussed about the effects of 
environmental opacity on platform cultures, and values   shared by users of these services, nor on the practical challenges 
for implementing democratic controls and monitoring these media.

This article seeks to explore the intrinsic relationship between opacity and transparency and between privacy and publi-
city, arising from political use and academic research on mobile instant messaging services. Our main goal is to discuss 
the challenges posed by private messaging services, in particular WhatsApp, to the context of democratic transparency, 
and how to face them. Therefore, the article is based on three different sections.

In the first one, we will present a brief contextualization about how WhatsApp has become one of the main protagonists 
in the Brazilian political scenario (Moura; Michelson, 2017), and how other countries have also faced situations arising 
from the way in which dissent groups have made use of the service (Al-Zidjaly, 2017). Brazil, together with India, cons-
titutes an exemplary case for analysis. The country has the second largest user-base of the service across the globe, and 
was perhaps the first to face a major setback due to the spread of fake news and attacks on democracy in WhatsApp 
public discussion groups. In India’s parliamentary elections in 2019 (Garimella; Eckles, 2020), and, in the same year, in 
Indonesia’s general elections (Baulch; Mataromos-Fernández; Suwana, 2022), a similar effect was feared, and Brazil was 
evoked as a negative example in several circumstances (Murgia; Findlay; Schipani, 2019). Therefore, in this first section 
of the article, we aim to discuss how and why WhatsApp has raised concerns in different democracies.

In the second section, we will put WhatsApp and other digital platforms in context, in order to deepen a debate around 
what the literature has tried to call algorithmic transparency (Diakopoulos, 2014). More specifically, we intend to discuss 
the content regulation and moderation policies assumed by the platform itself and the effects of its actions on the users. 
Since 2018, in Brazil, WhatsApp has incorporated a series of restrictions on the forwarding of messages (Porter, 2020), 
promoted the scale banning of several users (Mari, 2019), and has sought to develop institutional partnerships with 
state agents, such as the Superior Electoral Court (TSE, 2022). As a counterpoint, one of its main rivals, the Russian Tele-
gram, has shown itself to be much more reluctant to participate in this negotiation circuit. The question that remains is: 
have the efforts carried out by WhatsApp really helped to reduce the environmental opacity bequeathed by the service?

Finally, in the third section, we intend to review some of the studies developed on the uses of WhatsApp in political 
contexts. This time, however, instead of focusing on debating how WhatsApp has dealt with aspects concerning the pri-
vacy of its users, we focus on understanding what challenges this opacity model poses to researchers who deal directly 
with private data, and often in environments hostile to scholarly research. Thus, if in the previous section we discussed 
platform transparency, here we discuss what we can call methodological transparency around mobile instant messaging 
services. In the end, we present some contributions to the theoretical and methodological debate in the fields of politi-
cal science and political communication regarding the research agenda concerned with MIMS.

2. Private messaging as menace or redemption for liberal-democracies
Private messaging services are nothing new. Applications such as ICQ, AIM or MSN Messenger were extremely popular in 
the second half of the 1990s. Instant messengers, however, were gradually replaced and incorporated as a functionality of 
social network sites (SNS), to the point that the uses of this type of platform have shrunk deeply in some countries in the 
early decades of the 2000s (Barot; Oren, 2015). Mobile devices, however, have updated the offer for similar services and, 
fortuitously, new applications have been created in periods of widespread political upheaval in different parts of the globe.

Between 2005 and 2010, the decline in instant messa-
ging tools was partly accompanied by the decline in po-
pularity of some services offered by large news portals, 
such as AOL, which owned AIM, and held more than 50% 
of the private communication market at that time (Ba-
rot; Oren, 2015), and Yahoo!, which owned Yahoo! Mes-
senger. At the same time, SNSs offered complementary 
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private messaging features through the so-called direct messages (DM), still present nowadays on platforms such as 
Facebook (which hosts Messenger) and Twitter. But the growing popularity of mobile devices introduced a new kind of 
application whose immediate emphasis was on the quick exchange of messages between users via their respective cell 
phones. In parallel, the growth in the number of smartphones, the spread of broadband internet and high-speed mobile 
networks, and the subsequent development of new voice over IP (VoIP) protocols, made instant messaging applications 
powerful communication tools.

The volume of data exchanged through chat apps surpassed native short-message services (SMSs) for the first time in 
2013 (Barot; Oren, 2015; Church; Oliveira, 2013), and, in Brazil, this same milestone represents an important change 
in habits in the population. Data from the Brazilian Internet Steering Committee (https://cgi.br) regarding online users’ 
activities show that the use of social network sites remains between 70 and 75% among the Brazilian population, from 
2011 to 2018, while the use of instant messengers grew from 70 to 92% in the same period (Chagas, 2022). The number 
of people who send instant messages over the internet, according to the survey, is the highest among all other habits, 
such as sending emails, using blogs, and online forums.

Between 2011 and 2014, several countries experienced mass protests. Symbolic uprisings such as the Arab Spring, 
Occupy Wall Street, Los Indignados and anti-government demonstrations in Brazil, Chile and Russia, among other exam-
ples, have drawn attention to the connection between the use of digital platforms and political participation (Bennett; 
Segerberg, 2012; Klein-Bosquet, 2012; Mendonça et al., 2019). Literature has concluded that the use of social networks 
as news sources, the expression of political opinions, and activism itself, including mobilization through this type of pla-
tform, are some of the factors that increase participation through digital media (Valenzuela, 2014).

In Brazil, the use of private messaging services has grown exponentially in recent years, in the wake of what has become 
known in the country as the 2013 June Journeys (Chagas, 2022). Social networking sites and particularly instant messen-
gers have been widely adopted by protesters to organize protests, exchange information about events, and even share 
memes, as seen in other countries (Mendonça et al., 2019).

Although there are no reports of state repression and social media regulation actions that justify any degree of mistrust, 
as there is in the Chinese context (Mina, 2019), the adoption of end-to-end encryption systems by MIMS was a crucial 
component in increasing adoption in this kind of application. Added to this is a no less important economic factor: the 
expansion of the mobile network in the country, following the privatization of phone companies in the late 1990s. Com-
petition among phone companies in Brazil led to the popularization of prepaid subscription plans among users, who 
then began to offer discounts or even exemption from expenses for the use of certain services, among them WhatsApp. 
It is worth remembering that this kind of practice is contrary to the provisions of the Marco Civil da Internet (Law No. 
12,965/2014), which establishes equal treatment for all services incorporated by telephone companies. The so-called 
“zero-rating” plans were, perhaps, the main responsible for the wide penetration of WhatsApp as one of the most insta-
lled apps on mobile phones across the country (Evangelista; Bruno, 2019). The result of this is that, today, a wide layer 
of the popular classes not only use private messaging services as a way of communicating, but, to a large extent, depend 
on them for work. They are small traders, local markets, delivery people, self-employed professionals and cooperatives 
who use WhatsApp daily as a work tool, and end up exposed to other uses.

According to the company’s own data, Brazil has more than 120 million users in 2017, and represents a share of 8% of 
users worldwide (Chagas, 2022). The data is reasonably uncertain, but the percentage of cell phones with WhatsApp 
installed in Brazil is very high. According to Yahoo! Finance (2021), 91% of smartphones in the country have WhatsApp, 
which places Brazil in seventh place among the largest users. In Latin America, Argentina (93%) and Colombia (92%) 
appear ahead. And among the five countries with the largest installed base, three are African, with Kenya ranking first 
(97%). In Europe, only Turkey and Spain (both with 88%) appear in the top positions.

According to data from Panorama Mobile Time/Opinion Box Report (2020), WhatsApp is installed on more than 99% of 
cell phones in Brazil. If one crosses this data with the annual survey released by the Getulio Vargas Foundation (Meire-
lles, 2022), according to which Brazil currently has more than one smartphone per inhabitant, and a total of 234 million 
devices in use, the resulting user base is actually impressive. In terms of number of active users, Brazil is second only to 
India, which has 390 million accounts (Iqbal, 2022).

News consumption on WhatsApp is also reported by users as an increasingly relevant activity. In Brazil, more than 50% of 
the population claimed to use the app as a news source, in 2019 (Newman et al., 2019). A year earlier, in 2018, another 
survey stated that 62% of the Brazilian population belie-
ved in the news they received via WhatsApp, while only 
8% did not (Passos, 2018). And yet another last survey, 
also from 2018, found that, among Bolsonaro voters, six 
out of ten individuals obtain information mainly through 
WhatsApp and share political news through groups on 
the app (Datafolha, 2018).

According to data from Panorama 
Mobile Time/Opinion Box Report (2020), 
WhatsApp is installed on more than 99% 
of cell phones in Brazil
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The information consumption habits of the Brazilian population have significantly changed recently and digital platforms 
in general, and private messaging services such as WhatsApp in particular, play an important role in this process. Rossini 
et al. (2021), for example, draw attention to how WhatsApp has become central to how Brazilians access political in-
formation and how they engage politically. And while the authors have suggested elsewhere that WhatsApp users who 
share dysfunctional information are more subject to social correction (Rossini; Stromer-Galley; De-Oliveira, 2020), the 
concern over how WhatsApp has become a pervasive media capable of unbalancing not only the informative diet but 
the democratic environment itself has been evidenced in many different studies. And not just in Brazil.

In India, one of the most notable effects discussed in the literature is the creation of surveillance networks that facilitate 
and encourage lynchings based on alleged complaints received through viral messages (Mukherjee, 2020; Banaji; Bhat, 
2019). Digital vigilantism, of course, is not exclusive to mobile instant messaging services, but the fact that these users 
are part of a network with high social capillarity has led Indian authorities to determine that the platform should share 
user metadata for lawful communication and surveillance protocols (Arun, 2019). The panorama reflects what Phillips 
and Milner (2020) argue about the deep memetic frames used by extremist groups in the hope of fostering moral panic 
in the population. The authors claim that such frames have always been a moralizing instrument and have often been 
used by conservative groups to mobilize the population to react. The difference posed by the digital media regime re-
sides in the fact that, unlike what happened before, in which these moral surges were confined to specific regions and 
neighborhoods, now, say the authors, information is de-quarantined and circulates widely.

In this sense, studies such as those by Santos et al. (2019) show important circulation patterns in misinformation mes-
sages on WhatsApp. The authors analyze how messages that evoked an alleged electoral fraud were spread virally and 
gained scale in geometric progression with the combined use of WhatsApp as a private message service and as a broad-
cast communication tool, from public discussion groups that include, each, up to 256 users.

Vermeer et al. (2020) also recall that WhatsApp seems to favor the mobilization of users. And Gil de Zúñiga, Ardèvol-
-Abreu and Casero-Ripollés (2019) suggest that WhatsApp has a positive influence on activism and political participa-
tion among its users. Chagas et al. (2022) align with this conclusion by drawing attention to the participatory distortion 
effects that the platform plays through calls to action for voting in public consultations, once again, broadcasted through 
political discussion groups.

Although the literature is not consensual and is somehow inconclusive around the WhatsApp electoral impact (Schae-
fer et al., 2019), it seems clear that the public discussion groups provide an effect of radicalization in users, since they 
become part of a kind of echo chamber (Evangelista; Bruno, 2019). Radicalization is a clear result of the mix between 
homophilic audiences and hyper-partisan informative diets, as pointed out by studies such as those by Mont’Alverne, 
Mitozo and Barbosa (2019) and Santos, Chagas and Marinho (2022). But none of this would be possible without an 
environment of extreme opacity.

Arun (2019) argues that the same technological structure that protects users from eventual invasions of privacy also re-
sults in an environment that encourages the dissemination of harmful speeches and online rumors. End-to-end encryp-
tion would therefore be both the solution and the very source of the problem. The fact is that the lack of transparency 
regarding the metadata of messages circulating on WhatsApp is reflected in an environment of extreme surveillance 
and virtually no possibility of democratic moderation and regulation. The most evident symptom of this has been the 
growing use of WhatsApp for the performance of influence operations and astroturfing practices (Chagas, 2022), in 
which agents from the professional field of politics covertly act as spontaneously mobilized audiences. Thus, the pla-
tform’s lack of transparency results in actions and behaviors that are not only inauthentic but misleading. In the next 
section, we discuss these effects a little further.

3. The dilemma of privacy and public transparency within WhatsApp
WhatsApp was created in 2009, months before some of its current main competitors such as Viber (2010-), Line (2011-), 
WeChat (2011-), Telegram (2013-), and Signal (2014-). In February 2014, the service was acquired for US$19 billion by 
Facebook, Inc. (currently Meta Platforms), in what was then the largest acquisition of a venture-capital-backed company 
in history. And, in November of the same year, through a partnership with the company Open Whisper Systems (OWS), 
WhatsApp announced the implementation of an end-to-end encryption system for all its clients, based on the protocol 
developed by another instant messenger, Signal.

According to the end-to-end encryption system, only the sender and the recipient have access to the messages and con-
tents shared. The company claims that not even it has access to the messages, which would prevent Meta itself from mo-
derating or censoring the content circulated, and/or tracking habits and messages for target ads, for instance. Although this 
is a discussion not yet completely resolved, since some studies and reports claim that the company has access to encrypted 
content shared by users (Freitas, 2019), this technological model added to the adopted discourse has allowed the company 
to avoid possible charges for a more proactive action in cases of circulation of disinformation and hate speech.

There are several kinds of encryption systems. The simplest models are called symmetric ciphers, when a secret key is 
shared between the sender and the receiver so that the encrypted message is interpreted. A more complete model is 
called an asymmetric cipher, where receiver and sender have a public key and a private key. In this way the text is en-
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crypted in the public key between the two users, but it 
can only be decrypted with the private key of each one. 
This late model prevents third parties from accessing the 
whole message base, in case of interception. That is, if 
a third party discovers the private key, it will only have 
access to a single message, not the entire system (Teixei-
ra; Sabo; Sabo, 2017). The encryption model adopted by 
WhatsApp, however, is a bit of a mystery.

WhatsApp shares public information about its encryption 
system in a general way, giving transparency only to the 
protocol model. However, it does not make clear how the 
system works in practice within the application. Making 
opaque, for example, the information whether or not the 
application stores user data. Although Meta claims that it does not have access to forwarded messages, there is no relia-
ble credibility that this does not actually happen, taking into account the company’s history, in cases such as Cambridge 
Analytica, where Facebook user data were shared with third parties for targeting political ads. In addition, a feature recently 
adopted by WhatsApp as a way to prevent and highlight content spread virally, a tag that allows one to identify frequently 
forwarded messages, suggests that even encrypted messages can be accessed and identified by the company.

Another point of concern is the adoption by WhatsApp company, in 2021, of privacy policies subordinated to local 
contexts and norms (Abraji, 2022). The side effect of this change is that, in European Union countries, governed by the 
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), privacy rules have become excessively strict, but in countries like Brazil, for 
example, the new policy has made it easier to share user data with the Facebook application. Thus, registration infor-
mation, phone number, IP address, mobile device information such as model, battery level, signal strength, messaging 
app version, default browser information, mobile network, and even data transactions and payments, and navigational 
habits (time, frequency and duration of activities, performance reports, etc.) are now interoperated. In addition, the 
contents of messages exchanged through WhatsApp business accounts are no longer encrypted and the metadata ge-
nerated can be used by Facebook to propose ads (Cosseti, 2021).

In short, from a corporate perspective, WhatsApp oscillates between transparency and privacy inconsistently. For users 
of their business accounts, privacy is not considered, but for individual users who disseminate messages on a large scale 
through groups or broadcast lists, the service reserves the right not to act, claiming the right to privacy of its user base.

This inconsistency has been sustained on different occasions by the rhetoric adopted by the WhatsApp office in Brazil in 
public speeches in which it is emphasized that approximately 90% of the messages exchanged through the application 
are limited to interpersonal communications between two users, and that the average number of users in groups hos-
ted by the service averages around seven individuals (D. Durigan, personal communication, October 27th 2020). And, 
although these data are replicated in studies that, having received funding from WhatsApp’s own public calls, argue 
that research on the political effects of dysfunctional information sharing should not emphasize large groups dedicated 
to political discussion, since they would be the exception and not a rule, and would not reflect the experience of most 
users (Rossini et al., 2021), it is notable that the problem is not related to the interpersonal exchanges but to the virality 
of messages shared by and within these groups (Santos et al., 2019). Thus, ignoring the threat posed by end-to-end 
encryption applied to public groups with the participation of agents from the professional field of politics (Chagas, 2022; 
Chagas; Modesto; Magalhães, 2019), is equivalent to color-blind the nuances acquired by the service by incorporating 
multiple affordances. Furthermore, as studies such as those by Santos, Chagas and Marinho (2022) and others have 
tried to demonstrate, WhatsApp works mainly as a kind of information hub, integrating different platforms and social 
groups. In this way, even though the large political discussion groups are absolutely minority, they act in the sense of 
dynamizing and spreading content to smaller groups and individual users, in a very significant way.

WhatsApp can no longer be seen as just a one-to-one instant messenger, in a private context, but as a very complete 
broadcasting tool. Vieira et al. (2020) claim that with the expansion of the application, and especially with the massive 
use of resources such as forwarding messages to multiple users and groups, the messenger stopped being a merely te-
chnological platform and became a media platform. 

“As a media platform, just like a radio or television channel, it spreads content through its information broadcast 
functions and allows messages to become viral” (Vieira et al., 2020, p. 4).

One of the pernicious effects of this policy adopted by WhatsApp for its discussion groups is the opacity regarding ope-
rations such as the mass-messaging, spamming, and the spread of fake news and hate speech (Resende et al., 2019). As 
argued below, this opacity is even greater due to the fact that the platform does not have an API and has not sought to 
facilitate scholarly monitoring and research initiatives.

In response to serious criticism after the 2018 presidential elections in Brazil, WhatsApp claims that it has regularly and 
automatically banned or blocked a series of accounts that violate the platform’s rules or current electoral legislation. In 
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parallel, the app has sought to develop partnerships with fact-checking organizations such as AFP Checamos, Agência 
Lupa, Aos Fatos, and Estadão Verifica. In India, similar initiatives involve partnerships with Digit Eye, Fact Crescend, 
Factly, India Today, Newschecker, Newsmobile, The Healthy Indian Project, The Quint - WebQoof, and Vishvas News. 
There are also fact-checkers that offer the same kind of service in Albania, Argentina, Colombia, Croatia, Ecuador, France, 
Germany, Georgia, Ghana, Greece, Guinea, Indonesia, Ireland, Italy, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Mexico, Nigeria, Peru, Portugal, 
Senegal, Spain, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Turkey, United Kingdom and United States (WhatsApp, 2022).

Partnerships have also been carried out with public institutions. In Brazil, the WhatsApp office signed a memorandum of 
agreement with the Superior Electoral Court (TSE) in which it commits to implement or assist in the implementation of 
initiatives to combat misinformation about the electoral process. Among the planned actions, WhatsApp proposed to:

- hold seminars for TSE and Regional Electoral Courts (TREs) on the application;
- produce booklets about the service; and
- assist in the implementation of actions for the rapid identification and containment of misinformation, such as the 

creation of an extrajudicial channel for reporting content that violates legislation and the development, in partnership 
with the TSE, of a chatbot with information about elections from reliable sources (TSE, 2022).

However, from a technical point of view, the measures taken by WhatsApp so far to contain these effects have focused 
on limiting forwarding messages and blocking/banning users who disseminate infringing content. Little or nothing has 
been done to make the environment more transparent, quite the opposite. Among the most recently incorporated 
affordances, WhatsApp allowed:

- blocking messages from unknown numbers and reporting them as spam;
- setting which users can add a given account to new groups.

In addition, since 2018, WhatsApp has limited the forwarding of the same message to only 20 contacts (including groups) 
at a time in Brazil, and, in 2019, it again reduced this limit to five contacts. In 2020, the service started to identify hi-
gh-frequency messages (HFM) with a specific label, and then limited HFM forwarding from five to just one contact at 
a time. These limits reportedly reduced message sharing in Brazil by 30%, and reduced high-frequency message traffic 
worldwide by 70% (WhatsApp, 2021). However, there is still little transparency regarding the measures taken after a 
message has been reported as spam, and there is not, so far, much clarity also about accounts banned from the platform 
for misbehavior. According to the company’s own international reports, an average of 8 million accounts are banned 
from the platform monthly and about 95% of the deletions are made by automatic detection (Bento, 2022).

These measures proved to be ineffective mainly in a context where the dissemination of misinformation has taken on 
a wide scale and has been ideologically oriented, such as in Brazil. Public political discussion groups are mostly ma-
naged by Brazilian far-right supporters (Chagas, 2022), and, although sustained by users who show a high degree of 
engagement, they are also marked by an expectation of horizontality, in which moderation allows for the free sharing 
of messages, as long as it meets the ideological prerogative of the group itself, that is, only content that is politically in 
disagreement with the group’s guidelines is summarily eliminated.

WhatsApp does not have the same structural features as other social network sites. For example, it does not have public 
profiles, it does not publicly display connections between users, and it does not have affordances recently incorporated 
by different digital platforms, such as the timeline that organizes the posts displayed through a social algorithm, accor-
ding to personal and navigation preferences for each user. According to Sahafizadeh and Ladani (2020) the use of instant 
mobile messengers, such as WhatsApp, has constituted a new model for online communication. Unlike traditional social 
networks, based on friendship relations, MIMS users face two different modes of communication:

- peer-to-peer, they usually need to have the contact of their interlocutor registered in their devices;
- in discussion groups, the platform works as a broadcast environment, in which it is not necessary to know the people 

with whom they interact.

Much of the discussion focused on the danger that social media poses to contemporary democracies emphasizes the 
opacity surrounding these social algorithms and content 
recommendation systems. For instance, there are stu-
dies that discuss how YouTube recommends videos to its 
users based on non-transparent criteria, which results in 
recommendations for hyper-partisan or harmful content 
(Bryant, 2020). Twitter has already admitted that far-ri-
ght content has been favored and gained wide exposure 
through its platform (Huszár et al., 2021). And Meta and 
Facebook have similarly been subjected to public scru-
tiny on different occasions, including the repercussions 
of the Cambridge Analytica scandal. Benkler, Faris and 
Roberts (2018) also sought to demonstrate that the 
affordances of digital platforms have been used to pri-
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works as a broadcast environment, in 
which it is not necessary to know the 
people with whom they interact
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vilege the exposure of content by politically interested groups, and Woolley and Howard (2018) draw attention to how 
computational resources, including bots and sock-puppet networks, have been used to spread political propaganda in 
digital media.

Literature, however, rarely focuses on WhatsApp. Not only because of the difficulty of monitoring the platform that 
it poses for researchers, as we discuss below, but also because its architecture is fundamentally different from that of 
social media, and, because of that, the same criteria that apply to the demand for greater algorithmic transparency as 
advocated by various scholars, do not apply to WhatsApp’s opacity environment.

In the case of WhatsApp, the main problem is not the opacity of its algorithms, but the opacity in the metadata of its 
contents and users. Briefly, it is impossible to determine how many political discussion groups there are on the platform, 
or how a particular message circulated, if it is overperforming in engagement, or even if it was viewed above average. 
It is not possible to identify which links have circulated the most and from which information sources (Santos; Chagas; 
Marinho, 2022; Mont’Alverne; Mitozo; Barbosa, 2019), nor which memes or anti-science content have been passed on 
among users and which users are the ones who share such content (Massuchin et al., 2021). As a result, unlike what ha-
ppens in other social media, in WhatsApp, the main problem is not the influence of opaque systems for recommending 
content to users, but the complete absence of parameters capable of guiding users about the content that reaches them 
through direct recommendation from other users, which we are calling here environmental opacity.

We do not know with absolute transparency how the end-to-end encryption adopted by the service operates, and whe-
ther or not WhatsApp stores messages on its own server. We don’t know which accounts are banned and for what rea-
sons. And we don’t even have mechanisms to track harmful messages or reports on the decisions made by the platform.

It is not just about charging algorithmic accountability from WhatsApp, as is done with other platforms, therefore 
(Diakopoulos, 2014). The prevention of misinformation and dangerous content on WhatsApp should not be limited to 
technical restrictions or blocking and banning accounts based on automated identification of inauthentic behavior, but 
above all on the need to provide more transparency to the metadata of content and users on the platform. This type of 
solution does not violate user privacy principles, as it is not necessary to identify users a priori. But it is perfectly possi-
ble from a technical point of view to present, for instance, how many times a given message was forwarded, how many 
users viewed it, at what date and time it was created, and even what were the global reactions to the message. These 
elements alone may be insufficient to discern whether it is harmful content or not, but they can certainly help in the de-
cision of who accesses a particular piece. These are precisely the same metrics that we have when we access a YouTube 
video or read a Facebook post. But they are not available on WhatsApp or other private communication services, even 
though, as we have seen, such platforms merge private messaging with broadcast mode.

The treatment of these two modes of communication based on the same principles, with the prevalence of privacy over 
public transparency in the case of discussion groups and broadcast lists, has resulted in a first dilemma concerning trans-
parency on WhatsApp, according to which the same characteristics that give the platform a high degree of protection 
for users’ privacy contribute to undermining the democratic environment due to an absolute lack of public transparency. 
Add to this the enormous difficulty of researchers in penetrating these environments, as we discuss further, and we have 
the formula for a time bomb to discredit democratic institutions.

From a legal standpoint, one of the pioneering laws to bring WhatsApp and traditional social network sites on a par, and 
punish the ones who create or distribute fake news, requiring a quarterly report on each platform’s policies and mode-
ration decisions, is the United Arab Emirates Cybercrime Law (Kabha et al., 2019). According to the authors, although it 
receives criticism for being too rigorous, the legislation has prevented harmful uses of WhatsApp and other social media.

In Brazil, two cases are currently under discussion in the Supreme Court, the Direct Action of Unconstitutionality No. 
5.527, and the Claim of Non-Compliance with a Fundamental Precept No. 403. In both cases, the judicial decisions of 
lower courts to determine the national suspension of message exchange services are questioned. The docket reports 
of both actions, however, present distinct perspectives. In the first case, Justice Edson Fachin opposes to the suspen-
sion of apps by court orders. In the second, Justice Rosa Weber understood that end-to-end encryption cannot prevent 
access to judicial means. Recently also, the Brazilian Se-
nate approved the Bill No. 2.630, called the “Fake News 
Bill”, which provided rules for social networks and appli-
cations such as WhatsApp, to fight disinformation. The 
project still needs to be approved by the House to be 
sanctioned.

In the Brazilian Executive, the new government of Luiz Iná-
cio Lula da Silva apparently has been moving quickly to con-
tain the circulation of messages of hate and incitement to 
crimes in the online environment. The now Brazilian Minis-
ter of Justice and Public Safety, Flávio Dino, delivered a “De-
mocracy Package” to the Parliament. The measures involve 

The prevention of misinformation and 
dangerous content on WhatsApp should 
not be limited to technical restrictions or 
blocking and banning accounts based on 
automated identification of inauthentic 
behavior, but above all on the need 
to provide more transparency to the 
metadata of content and users on the 
platform
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classifying the organization and incitement to anti-demo-
cratic demonstrations as a crime of terrorism, such as those 
that took place in Brazil on January 8 2023, when suppor-
ters of former President Jair Messias Bolsonaro invaded 
and vandalized the headquarters of the three powers of 
the Republic, in a clear attempt at a coup d’état. The news 
has drawn attention to the role of MIMS such as WhatsApp 
and Telegram in mobilizing for the acts (Poder360, 2023).

On the discussion of regulation, Medeiros and Singh 
(2020) argue that lawmakers cannot ignore the negative 
consequences of encouraging overzealous moderation 
practices. For forcing changes in platform architecture, 
specifically the removal of end-to-end encryption, and proactively enforcing content removal responsibilities can be pro-
blematic and compromise dissenting discourse. On the other hand, the platforms themselves have relied on this defense 
to deny the existence of the problem. The point, however, is that conversations between users cannot be confused with 
permissiveness for anti-democratic mayhems. And this distinction is at the root of the difference between peer-to-peer 
and broadcast communication in these applications, something that legislation rarely pays attention to.

4. The dilemma of methodological transparency within WhatsApp
There are fundamentally two types of difficulties faced by researchers who focus on investigations on WhatsApp, which 
can also be described as methodological transparency issues:

- the first one is the challenge posed to deal with the almost complete lack of transparency on the part of the platform 
with regard to its data, and

- the second and no less important is the challenge posed by the need to respect the private nature of the data related 
to the individuals observed.

Regarding the first difficulty, according to Benevenuto and Ortellado (2020), researchers would benefit if WhatsApp 
regularly publishes two types of information: 

- aggregated surveys on platform users, such as the number of users, groups and number of messages distributed in 
groups, or information about viral messages, such as the number of times a certain content was shared; and 

- information and protocols for data collection by academic researchers, i.e. an API documentation. 

In recent years, Twitter (Tornes, 2021), YouTube (YouTube, 2022) and TikTok (Roth, 2022) have developed programs 
aimed at researchers, including specific APIs for the academic audience. Other Meta platforms, such as Facebook and 
Instagram, have APIs for developers and agreements with some scholarly institutions for the cession of data for acade-
mic investigations (Li et al., 2022).

WhatsApp Business has an API for developers, but the ordinary version of the app, aimed at individual use, lacks greater 
transparency regarding the procedures for scraping data. Thus, most of the research developed around WhatsApp has 
been anchored either in qualitative analysis strategies, such as ethnography (Cesarino, 2020), or in unauthorized data 
scraping methods (Piaia; Alves, 2020), which can come up against in the platform’s own automated filters aimed at iden-
tifying and banishing inauthentic behavior. What often happens is that, as the process involves automation mechanisms, 
for the data to be collected, the application itself interprets that the action performed is suspicious and inactivates the 
account that was being used for research, considering that the behavior violates the norms.

An alternative for large-scale data collecting from WhatsApp is the app’s native chat export tool or the scraping of brow-
sing sessions via the WhatsApp Web app. In both cases, researchers face challenges in handling and wrangling the data, 
as available metadata is scarce –often only the author and content of the message and the date of its publication are 
available (Gruber, 2022).

At the same time, as researchers do not have data on the service’s user base and groups, the samples they deal with in 
their respective investigations are invariably non-probabilistic samples, which makes it difficult to draw inferential con-
clusions. To circumvent this situation, some researchers have chosen to carry out surveys with individuals who self-iden-
tify as WhatsApp users, instead of dealing with the data published through the platform and the users associated with 
it (Gil de Zúñiga; Ardèvol-Abreu; Casero-Ripollés, 2019; Rossini; Stromer-Galley; De-Oliveira, 2020). Something similar 
happens with viral content. Since the data obtained are not representative in scale of what circulates on WhatsApp in 
general, it is not possible to certify whether a content replicated N-times in a certain set of observed groups actually 
achieved a significant reach among the entire user base of the service.

Therefore, the first problem related to research on WhatsApp and transparency lies in the fact that the platform’s envi-
ronmental opacity compromises the data extraction and collection. On the other hand, the second issue is related, as we 
stated earlier, to the observed individuals.

The means to resolve these dilemmas 
are in the hands of legislators and digital 
platforms. These agents can ensure 
that scientific research has minimal 
conditions to function, and thus provide 
society with more data and inputs 
about polarized environments, as is the 
case with extremist political discussion 
groups on WhatsApp
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This second challenge refers to the private nature of the data that circulates through WhatsApp. Unlike what happens 
on other social media platforms, WhatsApp users do not sign a consent form for the publicity of their content. On the 
contrary, WhatsApp bases its experience on a private messaging service. Thus, researchers need to deal with a potential 
violation of users’ privacy when investigating theses environments. Research on WhatsApp data, as a rule, has two diffe-
rent expedients in order to avoid compromising privacy rules: 

- the first of these is the anonymization of data, which includes the complete de-identification of users, and
- the second is the presentation of results only on an aggregated data scale, thus avoiding individualized analyses.

In the European Union, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) establishes strict rules regarding the privacy and 
data protection of citizens residing in member countries. By 2020, Brazil has adopted similar legislation in this regard, 
called the General Data Protection Law (LGPD, Law No. 13,709/2018), which is a set of regulations for the Federal Public 
Administration, companies and institutions regarding the handling of personal information. The Brazilian LGPD establi-
shes as personal data 

“[all] information related to an identified or identifiable natural person,”

and therefore considers sensitive, among others, data related to racial or ethnic identity, gender, religious conviction, 
political opinion, union affiliation or civil organization, and those relating to health or sex life, genetic or biometric traits 
of any individual (Wirnerm, 2019).

Due to this legal treatment, and also for ethical reasons, research in encrypted private chat apps has sought to ensure 
full anonymization for research subjects. However, the difficulties do not stop there. Most research ethics councils usua-
lly consider the application of an informed consent form to subjects as a good practice. The WhatsApp discussion group 
environment, however, is absolutely volatile, with users coming and going all the time, and discussion groups that are 
created and suddenly dissolved. Thus, Barbosa and Milan (2019, p. 59) draw attention to how much this type of platform 
requires an innovative ethical and methodological approach, in which 

“avoid reducing research ethics to a one-stop checklist [...]; moving past the consent form as the sole and merely 
regulatory moment of the researcher-research subject relationship.”

The authors, however, advocate a research agenda, which

“embraces transparency and when the research question allows covert methods, avoid dishonest bypasses.”

This mention is in line with what Chagas, Modesto and Magalhães (2019) discuss about covert research protocols. In 
Brazil, covert research is authorized by Resolution No. 510, of April 7, 2016, of the National Health Council (CNS), a co-
llegiate body of the Ministry of Health that has an intersectoral commission responsible for implementing norms and 
guidelines for research involving human beings, the National Research Ethics Commission (Conep). All research with 
human subjects, from any area, must be appreciated and evaluated by this body prior to its development. Resolution 
No. 510 establishes that covert research is the one 

“conducted without the participants being informed about the objectives and procedures of the study, and wi-
thout their consent being obtained before or during the research,”

and it is justified only

“in circumstances in which the information about goals and procedures would change the target behavior of the 
study or when the use of this method is presented as the only way to conduct the study.” 

It is a methodological approach reserved for liminal situations, in which individuals cannot even recognize themselves as 
observed subjects, since this would alter their usual behavior. It is a different procedure, therefore, from that of clinical 
studies in which substances such as placebo are administered to patients, since, in these cases, consent for the adminis-
tration of the drug or vaccine is required, even if it is applied only in one portion of the research subjects.

Barbosa and Milan (2019) recommend avoiding this 
type of strategy as much as possible, as well as Padilha 
et al. (2005), who argue that this research approach su-
ppresses the right of subjects not to be researched, but 
they assent that there are scenarios in which data collec-
tion in other ways is simply unfeasible. Chagas, Modes-
to and Magalhães (2019) claim that, especially, research 
agendas developed in far-right private communication 
groups require a little more flexibility with precepts of 
research with human beings. They highlight that in cases 
like those covert research is often necessary. This is be-
cause, in extremist groups, it is common for the simple 
presentation of the researcher to lead to an immediate 
expulsion. It is a hostile field for academic research, and 
absolute methodological transparency is not always able 

The first dilemma concerns the 
relationship that such services have 
sought to establish between the privacy 
of their users and public transparency, 
piggybacking on the rhetoric of privacy 
protection to deny an environment 
of transparency regarding metadata 
of potentially harmful content and 
inauthentic behavior. The second 
dilemma concerns an effect of the first, 
weakening scholars due to the private 
nature of the data available for research
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to resolve the effects of political radicalization. This finding leads to a second important dilemma concerning transparen-
cy in WhatsApp, according to which more methodological transparency is not always able to generate consent from the 
research subjects, and environments resistant to science may eventually demand exceptional treatment in this regard.

5. Last remarks
This article aimed to discuss issues involving mobile instant messaging services (MIMS), in particular WhatsApp, and 
transparency. We based our observations on two levels, which we called dilemmas:

The first dilemma concerns the relationship that such services have sought to establish between the privacy of their 
users and public transparency, piggybacking on the rhetoric of privacy protection to deny an environment of transparen-
cy regarding metadata of potentially harmful content and inauthentic behavior. 

The second dilemma concerns an effect of the first, weakening scholars due to the private nature of the data available 
for research. In the latter case, although methodological transparency is a highly desirable requirement, there are si-
tuations in which research demands covert methodological approaches, in order to ensure that certain arenas are not 
completely impenetrable.

These two dilemmas have represented important difficulties for the development of academic research on WhatsApp in 
recent years. Even so, the advances are remarkable, as most of the bibliographic references mobilized throughout this 
text are able to show.

It should be noted that research ethics, especially in the digital humanities, cannot be reduced to completely inflexible 
instruments that do not respect specific contexts and situations. On the other hand, it is not our intention to prescribe a 
playbook without norms, in which the game played equates researchers with anti-science radicals. Instead, what we su-
ggest is that the means to resolve these dilemmas are in the hands of legislators and digital platforms. These agents can 
ensure that scientific research has minimal conditions to function, and thus provide society with more data and inputs 
about polarized environments, as is the case with extremist political discussion groups on WhatsApp.

Within this context, this article claims that it is absolutely urgent that States develop regulatory models to cope with the 
spread of disinformation and hate speech in digital platforms. While the major concern of companies has been a com-
promised and controversial reading of the principle of freedom of expression, little or no transparency about their own 
actions and business models has been provided to public authorities. MIMS platforms should be called to transparently 
explain how their encryption system works to users; regularly report to authorities and civil society basic information 
about banned accounts and the motivations for such decisions; also regularly report the metadata of public groups and 
frequently forwarded messages; provide users with metadata on the circulation of the viral messages, their senders, and 
their engagement metrics; and, finally, provide an API for researchers with clear and transparent metadata available.

Other more heterodox actions can also be prompted, 
but should equally provide guarantees for freedom of ex-
pression and protection of personal data. Among them 
may occur: the enforcement of moderation policies; in-
dividual and group sanctions such as alerts, content re-
moval, and user deplatforming. In all cases, however, it is 
important to bear in mind that it is not a matter of adop-
ting autocratic methods to prevent anti-democratic ma-
nifestations. The most important thing, in all scenarios, is 
to encourage platforms to dialogue with public authori-
ties, civil society, and researchers. Instead of surrounding 
themselves with an opaque model, perhaps adopting 
more transparency, it leads to a win-win conclusion.
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